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Ilhan Omar Shares Racist Tirade of NBC Late Night Host

AP Images
Ilhan Omar

Representative Ilhan Omar (D-Minn.) — who
is famously a member of the “Squad” of far-
left congressional delegates that also
includes Representatives Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez (D-N.Y.), Rashida Tlaib (D-Mich.) and
Ayanna Pressley (D-Mass.) — shared a racist
video from NBC late night of Amber Ruffin,
in which Ruffin claimed that “white people
have been getting away with murder since
time began.”

Omar tweeted, “in case you need a
reminder…” and shared the vile snippet
from Ruffin’s little-watched television show.

In case you needed a
reminder…pic.twitter.com/YYe3f
BJNul

— Ilhan Omar (@IlhanMN)
November 20, 2021

On her own, Omar — who has been credibly accused of marrying her own brother to help him escape
immigration laws — has claimed that Kyle Rittenhouse — who was cleared of all charges for his self-
defense killings of convicted pedophile Joseph Rosenbaum and repeat domestic abuser Anthony Huber
last week — “executed two people.” Her fellow “Squad” member Ayanna Pressley called Rittenhouse a
“white supremacist domestic terrorist.”

Never mind that the violent rioters whom Rittenhouse shot were all white men. He’s still a racist,
according to communist shills such as Pressley and Omar.

As a candidate, even Joe Biden suggested without any evidence that Rittenhouse was a “white
supremacist.”

Still, the video shared by Omar sunk to a new level of low, attacking white people in general, judge
Bruce Schroeder who presided over the case, and the U.S. justice system in an emotional tirade filled
with falsehoods and racist dog whistles.

“It’s not ok for a man to grab a rifle, travel across state lines, and shoot three people and then walk
free,” Ruffin whined incorrectly. Rittenhouse’s friend Dominick Black stored the weapon in Kenosha. He
did not, as the media continues to incorrectly opine, “carry a gun across state lines.”

Ruffin went on: “It’s not ok for the judicial system to be blatantly and obviously stacked against people
of color,” she said. “It’s not ok for there to be an entirely different set of rules for white people.”

Perhaps the late-night comedienne would care to show us where this “entirely different set of rules”
exists, besides in the imagination of race-baiting leftists.

“I don’t care about Kyle Rittenhouse. I don’t care about that racist judge. And I don’t care about how
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f***ed up that jury must be,” Ruffin said. “White people have been getting away with murder since time
began.”

Ruffin closed the segment by telling her viewers, “You matter,” an obvious reference to the neo-Marxist
organization known as Black Lives Matter. “Everytime one of these verdicts come out, it’s easy to feel
like you don’t, but, I’m here to tell you that you do, you matter. You matter so much that the second you
start to get a sense that you do, a man will grab a gun he shouldn’t have in the first place, and travel all
the way to another state just to quiet you.”

Again, the violent rioters that Rittenhouse shot were white — not black.

But perhaps Ruffin is right about there being separate rules for white people and people of color.
Because it’s very hard to believe if a young black man had exhibited the same behavior that Rittenhouse
did, with as much exculpatory evidence that existed, that he would have been charged at all. Indeed, he
would have been extolled as a hero.

The leftist media doesn’t care at all that they’ve utterly destroyed the life of a young man who just
wanted to help in a situation where police and other first responders were unable or unwilling to. They
tarred and feathered young Kyle — without evidence — as a white supremacist and a racist. And they
did it and continue to do it all for the sake of their precious narrative — the truth be damned.

Where, after all, can Kyle go to get his reputation back after the smears of people such as Omar and
Ruffin?
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